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THE CANANEA INCIDENT

By

HERBERT

O.

BRAYER

'IN1906 was an eventful
decade of the twentieth century, the year
one. The "trust-busting, big-stick"
THE FIRST

,
i,
,

campaign of President Theodore Roosevelt was meeting with
stern opposition from practically the same elements, which
another Roosevelt, thirty years later, was to label "economic
royalists." The nation was shocked by the Standard Oil
scandals, the Railroad rebate revelations, and the "yellowjournal" accounts of Jewish persecutions in Russia. Amidst
these exposes a new current of horror swept the country as
a young "muckraker," Upton Sinclair, tore the veil from
Chicago's powerful packing industry, with his vivid descriptions in ,a book entitled, "The Jungle." Congress, under the
'domination of Speaker Joe Cannon, after a month of acri,monious debate, passed ,the Arizona-New Mexico and Oklahoma statehood bills, the first two territories being given
the dubious opportunity of entering the union as a single
commonwealth. From California came the year's greatest
disaster, when, on April 18th earthquake and fire spread
ruin in San Francisco. Meanwhile Ohio coal strikes, directed
by the powerful Western Federation of Miners, brought riot
and bloodshed, and the threat of federal military interven-'
tion. ' The controversial Panama canal bill passed congress
and was signed by the President. On May 31, romantic'
Americans, reading the elaborate details of the marriage of
King Alfonso of Spain to the Princess Victoria, were shocked
at the almost successful bombing of the royal couple as they
left the cathedral following the ceremony.
There is small wonder that amidst such spectacular and
historic events as these, the border episode on June 1, at
Cananea, has been all but forgotten by historians of that
period.
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La Cananea lies in the rugged country of northern Sonora,
some forty-five miles southwest of the American border
town of Naco, Arizona. The hills surrounding Cananea are
rich in copper, which fact accounts for the very existence of
the community. The entire region, on both sides of the border, was filled with mining activity. Bisbee, Douglas,
Lowell, Mina Ora, and dozens of smaller communities dotted
the hills. The Diaz administration had been very liberal in
its relations with the American mining companies, with the
result that much American capital flowed into not only the
Cananea district, but the entire Republic. American mining
investments in Sonora alone were estimated at $27,829,000,
with $7,500,000 of this sum being concentrated in Cananea. 1
In 1906, with copper selling on the domestic market at
more than twenty-five cents.per pound, the mines surrounding Cananea were working at capacity. American owned
and financed, these employed between eight and nine thousand Mexican and some twenty-three hundred American
miners. The largest mine and the smelter, as well as most of
the town, were owned by the Cananea Consolidated Copper
Company, a part of the Colonel W. C. Greene mining organization, then prominent in Arizona.
The smelter copper was taken from Cananea to the
United States by means of a narrow"gauge railroad which
.connected with the Southern Pacific railroad at Naco, Arizona. The raIlway and the unimproved wagon and automobile road from Naco where the only means of ingress and
egress from this Mexican mining community.
Two factors in Mexico were to play a definite role in
the outbreak at Cananea. A growing anti-Diaz feeling was
being manifested. A revolutionary junta, publishing inflammatory articles from St. Louis, Missouri, flooded Mexico,
especially Sonora, with its propaganda. Organized agitators, some directly connected with the St. Louis group,
worked among the peons, spreading discontent and calling
1. James Morton Callahan, American Foreign Policy in Mexican Relations.
(Macmillan: 1932), 511-512.
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for action. 2 A second factor was in the government regulation setting a maximum wage level for those Mexicans engaged in non-agricultural pursuits. The purpose of this
curious enactment was aptly, though maliciously, stated by
Antonio I. Villareal, secretary of the Liberal Party junta at
St. Louis, who said,
. . . Colonel Greene was willing to pay the
Mexican laborers wages as good as those paid
Americans, but the Mexican Governor and his
clique saw danger in this. It would mean that the
Mexican peasant would leave the farm, where the
Mexican employer pays from twenty-five to fifty
cents a day, and seek employment in the mines,
where he could get two or three· times as much
salary.
The low salary in the mines is the result of
official influence brought to bear on the American
mine owners, Mexican officials have used their official power'--<their friendship with Diaz-as a·
means of keeping the wage standard down to the
minimum. 3
A study of the press previous to the actual outbreak at
Cananea gives little indication of the growing discontent.
Two days before the clash, on May 30, the mining pages of
southwestern newspapers carried long articles on operations,
projected improvements and enlargements, and future prospects.4 The article painted a glowing picture of the situation
at Cananea. The next day, May 31, less than twenty hours
before the first shots were fired, a baseball game between
Cananea and Bisbee was witnessed by several thousand persons, the Cananea miners being defeated 5 to 4, "in the best
game seen in Bisbee in years." 5
But it is evident from the piecing together of various
incidents, some of which were known before the strike and
2. Bisbee Daily Review, June 10, 1906, page 16, columns 4-5, "Junta Admits
Interest in Revolt." This article, an interview with Antonio 1. Villareal, secretary
of the Liberal Party junta, reveals the revolutionary character of the St. Louis group.
3. Loc. cit.
4. Bisbee Daily Review, May 30, 1906, page 8,column 5.
5. Ibm., May 31, 1906, page 5, column 4.
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others came to light after the affair, that all was not well
across the border.
For some time anti-Diaz elements had been active in
Sonora. One of the leaders of this activity was Enrique
Bermudez, a well-educated and popular young Mexican, who
had lived for some years in Douglas, Arizona. While engaged in spreading the doctrine of revolution, he published
a newspaper named El Centenario, which became the official
organ of the so~iety called the Industrial Company of
Laborers. This society had been organized by Bermudez
early in April, 1906. In El Centenario he called upon "Mexican laborers to stand for their rights," often attacking the
Greene company, which placed American foremen over the
Mexican miners. 6
Bermudez moved his operations to Cananea sometime
late in April, where he founded a revolutionary paper named
The Regenerator, in which he advocated the overthrow of
the Diaz regime. 7 The activities of Bermudez and his cohorts soon bore fruit. Revolutionary clubs were founded,
.and propaganda, both anti-Diaz and anti-American, was
disseminated.
From across the border the principles of organized
labor filtered into Sonora. The Western Federation of
Miners had beenfairly successful in organizing miners from
Ohio to California. Opposition in Douglas and Bisbee, Ari-:zona, by the employers, had made labor organization difficult, but efforts to unionize continued. The close association·
between the Arizona companies and the Cananea corporations made it inevitable that labor activities would not
6. Ibid., June 9, 1906, page 2, column 1.
7.. Douglas Daily IXspatch, June 7, 1906, page 1, column 2.
Although no actual evidence exists to prove the accusation, officials at Cananea.
and newspapers on the border, linked with Bermudez in this activity a noted Mexican
attorney, Gutierrez de Lara. Lara was well known in the United States, having lived
in Douglas for a time. Although holding a lieutenant's commission in the Mexican
army, Lara was strongly anti-Diazo That no connection with Bermudez or his activi..
ties could be proven is evident from the fact that after having been imprisoned for six
days following the Cananea outbreak, he was permitted to go free. Douglas DailJy·
·lXspatch, June 7, 1906, p. 1, c. 2; Tucson Citizen, June 5, 1906, p. 1, c.1.; Bisbee
Daily Review, June 13, 1906, p. 1, c. 6.
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recognize either the international line or the Mexican law
forbidding labor unions not sanctioned by the government.
The work of the Western Federation of Miners in trying to
form a union at Cananea fell into the hands of Bermudez
agitators, who told the peons that their pay was insufficient.
The fault, it was said, was not ~mly that of the American
employers, but of the government and "dictator" Diaz, who
"had sold out to the Gringos." 8
'
That the mining company authorities were aware of
this situation, is certain. The local police department, composed of 175 men, was paid by the Greene company. As early
as May 9, it was apparent that something was worrying the
police, for orders had been given some days before for the
arrest of all persons, Mexicans or Americans, who were out
late at night. On the night of May 9, acting United States
Consul Berthold, returning from a visit'to the local hospital,
was arrested in accordance with this order and held in jail
the entire night. Berthold made no comment upon being
released, other than, "he knew they [the police] were acting
under orders ..." 9 There was no apparent reason for such
an order, unless it was that the ~ompany feared the activities
of the agitators it knew to be in Cananea. The Tucson Citizen on June 2, the day following the outbreak, commented:
The trouble '. .. has been of long standing. The
feeling between Americans and Mexicans in the
camp has been strained for months. The Mexican
policemen have been extremely offensive and
tyrannous to Americans for nearly a year past, and
,during the past six months more than ten Americans have been shot and wounded by the Mexican
police. The bad feeling between the two peoples
culminated a few days ago when a policeman killed'
an American saloon keeper without cause or provocation. lO
While this' statement is possibly exaggerated there is
some truth in its report of anti-American feeling. It is but
8. Douglas Daily Dispatch, June 7, 1906, p. 1, c. 2, and June 9, 1906, p. 1, c. 3-4,
9. Bisbee Daily Review, May 10, 1906, p. ,I, c. 6.
10. Tucson Citizen, June 2, 1906, p. 1, c. 1-2.
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a short step from condemning the American companies as
the agitators were doing to condemning the Americans
themselves who represented the offending organizations.
Despite the precautions taken by the police, the undercover activity continued. Many of the American miners,
sympathetic with the Western Federation of Miners' movement, were also in accord with the doctrines spread among
the Mexican miners by the agitators.
The crisis came on June 1, when the Cananea Consolidated 'Copper Company raised the wages of its American
workers and not those of the Mexican miners. The Mexicans
had been receiving $3.50, Mexican money, for a ten-hour
day. This was the maximum amount which the government
permitted the companies to pay to Mexican workers. The
American miners were receiving $5.00 per day in American
money. The salary raise announced several days before had
caused considerable feeling among the Mexican workers,
thus giving the agitators the opportunity they had been
waiting for. Through representatives, a demand for $5.00,
Mexican money, for an eight-hour day, and the employment
of 80 per cent of Mexicans in the Greene enterprises, half
the foremen also to be Mexicans, was made by the Mexican
miners, according to an authoritative dispatch in the Tucson
Citizen on June 2. 11 Onthe morning of June 1, the day of the
outbreak of hostilities, a revolutionary circular was issued at
Cananea which called upon the Mexicans to "awaken." It
read:
MEXICAN WORKMEN!
A GOVERNMENT elected by the people to
guide them and satisfy their necessities in all requirements: This Mexico does not possess.
ON THE OTHER HAND
A GOVERNMENT which is composed of ambitious persons, who criminally contemplate
oppressing the people, being elected by the worst
of them in order that they might assist them in en'11.

Tucson Citizen, June 2, 1906, p. I, c. 1-4.
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riching themselves. This MEXICO DOES· NOT
need.
PEOPLE, arouse yourselves and ACT.
LEARN that which you seem to have forgotten.
Congregate and discuss your rights. DEMAND
the respect that is due you.
Every Mexican, whom the foreigners despise,.
is worth just as much as, or more, than those
foreigners, if he will join with his brothers and
CLAIM his rights.
CURSE the thought that a Mexican is worth
less than a Yankee; that a negro or Chinaman is to
be compared with a Mexican. That this is a fact is
the result of the very bad government, which gives
the advantages to the adventurers rather than to
the true owners of this unfortunate land.
MEXICANS, AWAKEN! The country and
our dignity demand it !
Cananea, June 1, 1906.12

~

I

From this brief account it seems apparent that the
strike at Cananea was not a sudden development, but rather
the result of a long period of agitation, brought to a head
by a discriminatory action on the part of the American
owned mining company.
The actual strike was a carefully prepared action,
which, though confined in the beginning to but a small proportion of the Mexican miners, soon reached major proportions. For the actual details of the events of June the
first and second, only the newspaper accounts of eye-witnesses, correspondents, and company officials are available.
Though many of these are highly colored with exaggeration
and rumor, some central elements can be discerned.
An account of the events leading up to the hostilities of
Friday morning, June 1, is contained in a letter filed with
the Department of State by Colonel W. C. "Bill" Greene,
president of the Cananea Consolidated Copper Company,
12. Bisbee Daily Review, June 5, p. 1, c. 6; Tucson Citizen, June 4, p. 1, c. 4:
Douglas Daily Dispatch, June 6, p. 1, c. 5, and June 19, p. 1, c. 3-4; El Paso Herald.
June 5, p. 4, editorial.
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and a well known figure in the mining communities of the
Southwest. His description of the strike reads in part:
On the night of May 31, I was informed by a
man, who was working for the Cobre Grande that a
Mexican working there had told him that trouble
was going to start in Cananea on the morning of
. June 1st, at 5 o'clock; that a socialist club had held
three meetings at midnight on May 30, at which a
large number of agitators of socialistic tendencies
were present; that agitators of the Western Federation had been through the mines inciting the
Mexicans and that they had been furnishing money
for the socialistic club at Cananea.
.
He also gave us a couple. of copies of the
revolutionary circulars that had beeri widely distributed, together with a number of other details.
While it looked ridiculous to me that a thing of
this kind could be done, their program included
dynamiting the bank, where it was reported that
we had $1,000,000, breaking open the stores and
getting fire arms and ammunition and with them
starting a revolution against the Diaz government.
Soon after I saw a Mexican whom I had confidence in and upon asking I found that he had
heard the same rumors, he giving the further detail that agitators had stolen, a few nights before,
a few boxes of powder, which I knew to be the
truth.I 3
That this account is fairly accurate seems certain.
Greene was popular among the Mexicans. He had been a
poor miner among them for many years before becoming
wealthy. They knew him and most of them trusted him. It,
therefore, does not appear strange for the strike plans to
have been disclosed to Green by some loyal Mexican employee as described.
Steps were immediately taken by the company officials
to organize for the protection of the mines, smelter, offices
and other property. With the dawn of Friday, the first
.13. Douglas Daily Dispatch, June 19, 1906, p. 1, c. 3-4. This article is an· Associated Press telegraphic dispatch dated from Washington, D. C.. June 18, released
through the Department of State.
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effects of the strike began to be felt. At the Oversight mine
a large number of Mexicans gathered and prevented the
7 :00 o'clock shift from going to work. Other mines were
closed in quick succession, and the large smelter was compelled to suspend operations. At about noon the Capote and
Veta Grande shafts, as well as the concentrating plant of
the company, were also forced to suspend work.
A few minutes later about 2,000 Mexican miners gathered in front of the office of the local alcalde and the chief of
police in Ronquillo, the Mexican section of Cananea which
lay ata lower elevation than the town itself. The American
residences, hotels, and the bank were on a higher level known
as "La Mesa." While gathered at Ronquillo the Mexican
miners were addressed by Greene, who, in fluent Spanish,
spoke at some'length, stating that the wages being paid the
miners were higher than those paid by any other mining
company in Mexico, and assuring them that the company
would in the future, as it had in the past, treat all its employees fairly.14 What transpired after Greene's address is
not perfectly clear. The miners seem to have dispersed temporarily. During the lull the leaders of the strike again circulated their propaganda. It was decided, as proved by
subsequent events, to make the strike a general walkout by
causing all Mexican laborers in.luinberyard, offices, and construction crews to leave their work. The miners then reassembled, and, at about 3 :00 o'clock p. m., started for the
"Mesa" in order to put thfs program into effect.' As they
advanced they either persuaded or forced "every Mexican
workman they met in their path to fall in with them." 15
Although they met at least two Americans on their march
before reaching the lumber yard, no personal attack was
attempted. 16 The mob, increasing in number as it went,
marched to the lumber yard to pick up the Mexican laborers
14. Douglas Daily Dispatch, June 5. p. 1, c. 4.
15. Bisbee Daily Review, June 2, p: 8, c. 4. Story of Eugene Browri. plasterer
in Cananea, whose workers were taken by the crowd.
16. Loc. cit. In the same newspaper, p. 1, c. 6-7,
mentioned another attempt
to obtain workers at the Wilkey stable. In neither instance were the Americans
abused.

is
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there.. It was at this point that the first shots were fired and
the first American and Mexican deaths occurred.
The lumber yard belonged to the Cananea Consolidated
Copper Company and was managed by George Metcalf,
aided by his brother, Will Metcalf. As the strikers advanced
up the mesa someone had telephoned Metcalf, warning him
of the intentions of the strikers. As one eyewitness described
the situation:
... a crowd of strikers was seen advancing,
with the intention of forcing the laborers at work
in the lumber yard and hay yard to quit. Metcalf
ordered the gates closed and the hose (a four inch
fire-hose) turned onto the crowd if an attempt was
made to enter. His instructions were followed and
the strikers at the gate were met with a stream of
stones, clubs and brickbats .. ,17
The eyewitness then stepped into a lumber shed out of
the way of the flying missiles, while Metcalf took up his
stand in front of the gate, rifle in hand, and warned the
strikers that any man who attempted to climb the corral
would be shoU 8 Metcalf's belligerency, plus the stream of
water, infuriated the Mexicans, who quickly surrounded the
lumber yard manager, clubbing and stabbing him to death
with miner's candlesticks. 19 Will Metcalf, seeing the attack
upon his brother, attempted to rush to his assistance, but
"before he had gone a dozen pa~es," fell dead, pierced by a
dozen bullets. The mob, three of which were killed in the
riot before the gate, entered the lumber yard and set it afire
in several places. 2o In a few minutes the yard was a roaring
17. Douu14s Daily Dispatch, June 10, p. 1, c. 3. This eyewitness account is by
Philo Freudenthal of Solomonville, Arizona, who was engaged in selling hay to Metcalf
when the strikers appeared before the lumber yard.
18. . Douglas Daily Dispatch, Jun'; 10, p. 1, c. 3.
19. The miner's candlestick is a dagger-like instrument which when stuck into
a beam or wall served to hold a candle by which the miners were able to see in the
mines.
20. Just who fired the shots which killed the Mexican miners has not been
determined. It appears from all accounts that both the Metcalfs were armed, but
in almost every case witnesses definitely state that neither of the men had a chance
to fire their rifles.
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mass of flame. The loss due to the fire was set at $250,000 by
company officials, but the actual value of the material des:..
troyed, according to a lumber expert, was not in excess Of
$100,000. 21 That the mob was not viciously inclined toward
the Americans, despite the Metcalf murders but a moment
before, was made clear to Mr. Philo Freudenthal of Solomonville, Arizona. Freudenthal, a hay dealer, had stopped
at the yard a few minutes before the strikers arrived to
confer with Metcalf. After witnessing the arrival of the
. strikers and the barrage of missiles which endangered his
person, he stepped behind 'a lumber shed to protect himself.
With the death of the Metcalfs the mob stormed through the
yard. Several armed Mexicans approached Freudenthal,
who explained his presence. One of the strikers seized the
gold chain and watch worn by the hay dealer, and seemed
about to make off with it when one of the men, evidently
one of the leaders, forced the Mexican to return the watch
to Freudenthal with the terse comment, "Weare not robbers,
we only want our rights. Let the watch alone." 22 .
After firing the lumber yard, the crowd, now visibly
excited, continued its march toward the plaza, upon which
Colonel Greene's residence, the Catholic Church, and the
hotels were located. The Cananea police, sadly outnumbered,
could do little but arrest what few of the leaders and strikers they C04ld reach. On arriving at the plaza the strikers
were met by Colonel Greene and an armed force of Americans.Greene attempted to address the crowd, but it refused
to quiet down long enough to hear what he had to say. One
of the leaders, who, according to all eyewitness accounts,
carried a red flag, continued to incite the Mexicans. It is.
difficult to determine from these accounts which side actually began the firing, but some of the more excited of the
Americans suddenly opened fire and a general fusilade
resulted. 23 The 'flag-waving leader was hit by at least fif21. Tucson Citize-n, June 5, p. I, c. 1. Practicaily all other accounts are in agreement with this statement.
.
22. Douglas Daily Dispatch, June 10, p. I, c. 3.
23. Tucson Citizen. June 4, p. I, c. 3; Douglas Daily Dispatch, June 5, p. I, c. 4.
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teen bullets.24 At least two other Mexicans were killed and
fifteen wounded. General manager Dwight, of the Cananea
Company, received a minor head wound. The fusilade sent
the Mexicans, who were badly armed, scurrying for cover.
The strikers fled from the "Mesa" to the foot of the hill
where they looted several stores for the purpose of obtaining
arms and ammunition. 25 A number of skirmishes between
remnants of the mob and the police, assisted by armed company employees, occurred, causing additional· casualties
among the strikers. Although the strikers never reassembled
as a· mob, shooting continued throughout the evening. No
further destruction of company property occurred, although
a train on the way to the Capote mine was fired upon and
driven back, and a party Of strikers bent on destroying the
Veta Grande ore bins, according to the police, were driven
off and a number of their leaders captured, among them
three alleged leaders of the revolutionary junta which had
instigated the outbreak,26
As the afternoon gr.ew late, rumors that the Mexicans
were going to burn the railroad trestle, and fear that night
might bring a renewal of mass action on the part of the Mexicans, forced Colonel Greene to telephone Bisbee, Arizona,
for immediate assistance. Although there is no record to
substantiate the supposition, there is little doubt that a second call for assistance was dispatched to Governor Rafael
Yzabal of Sonora, at Hermosillo. Greene was well aware
that assistance from this latter source could not arrive be~
fore morning, but it was his hope that immediate assistance
from the United States would arrive within a few hours.
With gunfire continuing uninterruptedly throughout
the night, the scene of greatest activity changed from Cananea to Bisbee, Arizona. Greene had telephoned to Walter
Douglas, general manager of the large Copper Queen Company, reql,lesting immediate help. Douglas promptly sent
for Captain Tom Rynning, commanding officer of the Ari24. Bisbee Daily Review, June 10, p. 11, c. 4.
25. Loc. cit..
26. Loc. cit.
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zona Rangers, whom he knew to be in town on that evening.
Explaining the situation as Greene had described it, Douglas advised Rynning to telephone Greene, Rynning followed
the suggestion and talked with Greene, who excitedly explained what had transpired in Cananea. "Hell is popping
here," Greene is reported to have said, "and every Ameri-'
can's life is in danger." 21
Meanwhile Marshal Biddy Doyle of Bisbee,' acting on
Manager Douglas's suggestion, issued a call for two hundred
armed volunteers, and set Judge McDonald's office as the
meeting place. Douglas announced he would issue trans.portation to two hundred men over the EI Paso and Southwestern railroad from Bisbee to Naco.
"The scene that followed the first coming of the news
has never been equalled in Bisbee," stated editor W. B. Kelley of the Bisbee Daily Revlew.28
Fully two thousand people were huddled in the
plaza, excitedly discussing the news and anxiously.
awaiting the latest details from the scene of terror.
. Then the bulletins began to come in fast and
furious. First came the news that forty American
residents of Cananea had been killed, among them
George Metcalf.
Rumor that American Consul Galbraith had
wired Fort Huachuca for assistance, ot' all would
be wiped out,.sent a shudder through the crowd.
Already men, drunk with excitement, were beginning to show the effect of drink.
Mayor Caven issued an edict that all saloons
be closed and this was promptly done. Not a drop
of liquor was sold in Bisbee from seven o'clock
until after the midnight train had pulled out of the
railroad yards, when the saloons' were again
opened.29
The volunteers were soon congregated in front of the
Copper Queen Store, where Rynning addressed them, ex27. Letter, Captain Tom Rynning to the author, January 21, 1938.
28. Bisbee Daily Review, June 2, p. I, c. 1-2. Editor W. B. Kelly is now publishing the Saff()Td Outwok, at Safford, Arizona. He is well known in Arizona journalistic circles, being an official of the state press association.

29.

Loc. cit.
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. plaining that the first reports were probably exaggerated;
and that in any case the men could not cross the border as
an armed body, for such an incident would constitute an
armed invasion of Mexico. He explained, however, that he
had a wire from Governor Yzabal of Sonora, saying he
would meet the volunteers at Naco. 30
The volunteers, armed with every conceivable type of
firearm, were unable to obtain a train for Naco until midnight. In the meantime the streets of Bisbee were crowded
with people seeking further news from Cananea, and awaiting the departure of the rescue party. The volunteers spent
the time in better arming themselves for the eventualities
expected at Cananea. The Bisbee correspondent for the
Douglas Daily Dispatch reported that
... very soon all the arms in the Copper Queen
were at their disposal. Several pawn brokers
trebled their money on rusty old shooting irons,
and a little army was perculating through the
streets. 3 !
At 11 :00 o'clock the first refugee train from Cananea,
carrying mostly women and children, reached Bisbee. Again
highly exaggerated reports spread rapidly among the overexcited throng.· One group of fifteen volunteers, including
the local Y. M. C. A. physical director, Edward Buchner,
unable to control their eagerness to get to the scene of the
conflict, saddled their horses and rode to Naco, where they
became embroiled with the Mexican border guards. Buchner
received a bullet wound in the arm during the fight and one
Mexican officer was wounded. None of the group, however,
crossed the international line.
30. In a personal· letter to the author, Captain Rynning, now Deputy United
States Marshal at San Diego, California, states, "General Luis Torres [Military Governor of Sonora, Sinaloa, and Baja California] called me from Hermosillo, Mexico, to
await him at Naco . . . " This version varies from the facts quoted above which
were given by Captain Rynning on June 10, 1906, after returning from Phoenix, where
he· had been called to explain to the Governor of the territory his part in the Cananea
all'air. Bisbee Daily Review, June 10, 1906, p. 2, c. 2-3.
31. D01lgZas Daily Dispatch, June 6, p. 1, c. 2.
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Just before midnight the trainload of 270 volunteers
left Bisbee for ;Naco, arriving there about 1 :00 0'clock. a2
While awaiting the Mexican governor at Naco, Rynning received another telephone call from Greene, 'who urged the
volunteers to hurry as the firing had not· abated. The Captain assured Greene that he would come as soon as a train
could be obtained, but explained that in any event he had to
await the arrival of Governor Yzabal and Military Governor
General Luis Torres. aa While in Naco the volunteers were
informed of the shooting scrape in which Y. M. C. A. director Buchner had been injured. "For a time," reported the
Review correspondent, "there was loud talk and threats of
going across the line immediately to avenge the attack, but
cooler counsel prevailed."
Rynning faced a difficult problem in Naco. As an officer of the Territory and the United States-he was also
Deputy United States Marshal-he could not cross the line,
nor could he permit any of the Arizona Rangers who were
with him to do so. To cross the border as American officers
would have created an international incident. The result
of Rynning's difficulty was a hurried telegram to Territorial
Governor J os~ph H. Kibbey of Arizona, requesting an immediate temporary leave of absence. This telegram was lost
in transit. a4 , Sometime later, 'Rynning, unaware of the loss
of his earlier message, wired Governor Kibbey
BY REQUEST OF GOVERNOR YZABAL
275 VOLUNTEERS WILL GO IN TO PROTECT
AMERICAN INTERESTS IN CANANEA.a5
82. Bisbee Daily Review, June a, p. 1,e. 4. This is a signed article by W. B.
Kelley. The Review correspondent accompanied the volunteers on the entire trip,
reporting in detail the events which transpired on the journey and after the arrival
of the men in Cananea. The Review stOTY is in general agreement with most of the
other accounts, and is undoubtedly the most reliable newspaper sourCe that can be
obtained.
I
a8. Letter, Rynning to the author, January 21, 1988.
84. Bisbee Daily Review: June 8, p. 4, c. 4. The Douglas, Phoenix, and El Paso
newspapers carried substantially the same story.
85. Ibid., June 5, p. 1, c. 2-5.
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In the meantime the Governor, receiving press reports
of the riot; wired the ranger captain the following instructions:
Relative to reported riots at Cananea and
Naco, please take every precaution to see that
order is preserved on this side of the international
line. Of course you understand that our authority
has its limit at the line. Anyone who crosses into
Sonora on account of the Cananea trouble will do
so at his own serious risk and all Americans should
be so advised. I have full confidence in your good
discretion. Please wire me fully and as often as
may be necessary to keep me fully informed of the
situation at Cananea and on the line.
This telegram was also delayed in transit and was not
received at Naco until after the volunteers had departed for
Cananea. The governor, however, now in receipt of Rynning's second telegram, announCing the intention of the
volunteers to go to Cananea, curtly telegraphing Rynning:
Volunteers going into Mexico do so at the risk
of divesting themselves of their American citizenship and protection as such while there. I cannot
permit any officer or, man in the territorial service
to go into Mexico at this time. Use every precaution to preserve order on our side of the line. 36
This telegram Rynning did not receive until after he had
departed for Cananea.
After a long and anxious wait the Mexican governor's
train arrived at Naco at 7.:30 in the morning. 37 A hurried
conference between Rynning, Governor Yzabal and Military Governor Torres was held. Torres pointed out to the
Ranger captain that the armed body of men could not cross
36. Bisbee Daily Review, June 5, p. 1, c. 2-5. These telegrams were made public by the Governor's Office at Phoenix and by CaPtain Rynning. Other newspapers
printed variations of these messages, but the accounts offered here appear to be
the most authentic.
37. The delay in the arrival of the Governor was due to the long trip required
to reach Naco from Hermosillo. There was' no direct railroad line from Hermosillo to
Cananea. It was necessary for the Governor to go from his headquarters at Hermosillo to Nogales, Arizona, where he transferred to an American train which took him
to Naco where he again changed trains in orde~ to reach Cananea.
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the border. The Mexican general also stated that he had
ordered a body of Mexican infantry to march from Arispe,
Sonora, to Cananea. Rynning pointed out to the governor
that Arispe was sixty miles south of Cananea, and that
even with forced marches the troops could not hope to reach
Cananea in IE;lss than three days, during which time all .
Americans in Cananea could be killed. A solution to the
difficulty was proposed by Rynning. If the men crossed the
border individually without any organization whatever,
such action would not constitute an "invasion by an organized body of armed men," The Mexican authorities were
quick to see the point. Governor Yzabal was certain he
would need help when he arrived at Cananea. His own personal guard of less than fifty men he had been forced to
leave at)muris before crossing the line at Nogales. ss They
could not possibly march to Cananea in time to be of assistance, and their number was far too few to be of real value
if they should arrive in time.. Before leaving Hermosillo,
however, he had requested Colonel Kosterlitzsky of the
Rurales to hurry to Cananea, but he knew well that at least
twenty hours would be required for the difficult ride from
Magdalena, Kosterlitzsky's headquarters. It was certain
that this aid could not reach the scene for at least another
twelve hours. With this knowledge both Yzabal and Torres
were glad to find .a way in which they could legally utilize
the services of the American volunteers. They immediately
assented to Rynning's plan and the volunteers were marched
to the border and lined up. Rynning then addressed the men,
explaining the difficulty in crossing the international line as
a body, but advising them that they could cross as individuals, The Mexican officials standing on t~e Mexican side of
88. Douglas Daily Dispatch, June 10, p. 4, c. 5, quoting the Me",ico City Herald
reported: "Governor Y zabal asked the federal government whether he might pass
with his force through American. territory, and the department of the interior told
him that he must on no account do so, as it was desired to avoid ,giving any ground'
for a similar request on the part of the American government in the event of its having
occasion to wish to have its forces pass across a stretch of Mexican territory.
Governor Yzabal, in consequence, left his military escort at Imuris, about
twelve leagues from Cananea, with orders for it to march across the country to the
scene of the riots , . ,"
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the border then told Rynning· to send the men over "sin
forma!' "Like a bunch of sheep" the men crossed the line.
There, the formality of offering their service tothe authori";
ties "as soldiers to help put down this insurrection" was
made. The governor formally accepted the services of the
men and again ranks were formed. Military governor Torres
then swore the Americans into the Mexican army, and governor Yzabal addressed them:
.
I am deeply grateful for your volunteer of
services on this occasion. I am going to Cananea to
restore law and order, and I am pleased to have
your offer of assistance. Before we depart for
Cananea, however, I desire every man to understand distinctly that so long as he is in Sonora on
this expedition, he is absolutely under my orders
and in addition is amenable to the laws of Mexico. 39
Captain Rynning accepted the conditions on behalf of
the volunteers, and the entire party marched to the depot
to entrain for Cananea. Rynning remained in command o~
the Americans. Besides his position as Captain and commanding officer of the Arizona Rangers, he held a commission as militia Captain in Sonora, appointed by General Luis
Torres. This position, in view of his request for a leave of
absence to the Governor of Arizona, was technically the
capacity in which Rynning entered Cananea. Five Arizona
Rangers, however, did accompany Rynning. These were
Rangers Arthur Hopkins, Johnny Foster, Samuel Hayhurst, Johnny Brooks, and.William Olds. 40 Whether or not
their commanding officer, Captain Rynning, had granted
them a "temporary leave of absence" in order to accompany
the volunteers, will always be a moot point.
39. Letter, Captain Thomas Rynning to the author, January 21, 1938; Bisbe"
Daily Review, June 3, 1906, p. I, c. 4-5. The Review article is by the special correspondent who accompanied the volunteers to Cananea.
. 40. Arthur Hopkins is now Captain Hopkins of the Los Angeles Sheriff's Office.
Johnny Foster is working for the Copper Queen Company at Bisbee. Samuel Hayhurst is a member of the Douglas, Arizona, Police Department. Johnny Brooks was
killed at Tamochic in Chihuahua and William Olds was killed some years ago in
Arizona.
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The volunteers arrived in Cananea in. the middle of the
morning, Saturday, June 2. Their arrival is best described
by editor W. B. Kelly of the Bisbee Daily Review:
. . . When the Bisbee special pulled into Cananea carrying the volunteers and the Governor and
staff, it appeared to your correspondent that half
of the population was at the depot. Three automobiles were in waiting at the station. Col. Greene
was standing in the front one, and as the Governor
alighted, grasped him by the hand and led him to
carriage. A large crowd gathered around. Waving his hat in his hand, Col. Greene proposed "Viva
el Gobiernor (?) de Sonora!" ... everything was as
quiet as a picnic. After a hurried visit to the con- .
centrator and nearby mines, and shortly after
twelve o'clock, the party returned to Ronquillo. In
front of the general offices the Bisbee train had
been drawn up and the volunteers alighted and
. marched up to the smelters, under the direction of
the following captains: . H. J. Amphlett, Sam
Powers, Al Mathews, Billy Swan and Billy OIds.
In the meantime the word had evidently been
passed around that the governor had arrived.
When he and Col. Greene, accompanied by Frank
Moson, reached the store in their automobile, the
streets were packed. Fully two thousand Mexicans
were in the crowd. They crowded about the automobile occupied by the Governor and President
Greene. Moson stood on the step of the automobile
with rifle ready for instant use, but there was happily no occasion for violence in this instance. The
Governor rose to speak and instantly there was
silence. Mexicans surged about the· automobile,
clamoring to hear. Around the square occupied by
the important company buildings American guards
were stationed with rifles trained on the crowd.
The front porch of the company store was bristling
with fighting men. Governor Yzabal arose to speak.
He began by telling the Mexicans that all citizens of
the republic should respect law and order. "You
have done things that cannot be countenanced by
the Mexican government," said the Governor.
. "Killing and looting cannot find a place in this
. camp so long as I am Governor. I am here in your
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interests, and I guarantee you that all your rights
will be respected, but first there must be law and
order."
The Governor was frequently interrupted by
young men. They urged the question of wages
with him. They broke in and told him their grievances, and the outcome of the Governor's remarks
left the crowd, evidently, in the same frame of
mind.
Then Col. Greene spoke. His language was
Spanish, and he was followed closely. He stood
bareheaded and unarmed, facing a crowd of at
least three thousand Mexicans, men, women and
children, whom he knew would not be in sympathy
with his remarks, but with a smile on his face, and
perfect control of his words and actions, he began:
."You Mexican people all know me, I have been
a poor man myself. Some of you were my friends
then, and all of you know that I have acted always
honestly and fairly with you. When I have been
able to pay you $3.50 for your work, I have gladly
paid it. But a man cannot pay more than he makes.
I cannot pay you five dollars at this time. The
revenue from the mines would not permit it. I
have tramped over these hills for a long time. I
have spent millions of dollars in building up here
among you· the most thriving mining camp in
Mexico. I have always been fair and candid with
you,and I ask you to do the same by me."
Col. Greene spoke in earnest. He went into
the operations of the company ·from Its inception.
During his remarks the correspondent of the
Review mixed with the crowd. He listened to the
remarks made by the rank and file present. Often
they ridiculed certain statements made by Co!.
Greene. But the meat of the cocoanut, and the bone
of contention, was contained in the remark of a
Mexican laborer to another, who said, "Yes, all that
is true, but why don't the company pay the Mexicans the same wages they pay the Americans?"
The Mexican miners and other employees
want the same high wages at present paid Americans. This is the fight on at Cananea among the
Mexicans who struck for higher wages, and
assisted by revolutionary followers who flaunted
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the :flag before the people, caused the insurrection.
While Col. Greene was speaking, a restless
movement was noted in the crowd of Mexicans
about the automobiles. Immediately no less than
five hundred rifles were trained on the square.
The crowd scampered like rats, but fortunately not
a single shot was fired at this time. After this
speechmaking incident Col. Greene and Gov. Yzabal proceeded to the office of the chief of police,
where they were in conference with that officer for
more than an hour. 41
While Greene and the Governor addressed the miners,
the Bisbee volunteers marched and countermarched from
the smelter down into the town. From the moment of their
arrival the volunteers were kept well in hand by their company commanders. After their display of strength the Governor ordered the Americans to return to their cars where
they remained during the entire afternoon, not engaging in
the sporadic firing which continued until evening. The
Americans were not allowed to depart, however, until after
the arrival of Colonel Kosterlitzsky and the Rurales, but
though they did not engage in the afternoon hostilities most
eyewitnesses credit their p,resence as preventing a recurrence of the serious rioting of the day before.
From three o'clock until sundown, when the rurales
arrived, there was almost incessant firing. The railroad
. trestle was the scene of nearly continuous gunfire. From
this vantage point a .small group of American cowboys
poured a hail of bullets into the valley below. During the
afternoon's firing three more Americans were fatally
wounded. Conrad Kubler, an employee of the Cananea
railroad, was shot while watching the battle from his front
yard. Bert Ruth, a bartender, was hit and instantly killed
while visiting the tenderloin district. A company employee
named Bert Lockey was the third American victim of the
day. Together with the two Metcalfs and an unidentified
bookkeeper at the lumber yard, these casualties brought the
41.
Kelly.

Bisbee Daily Review, June 3, p. 1, c. 3-5.

Signed article by editor W. B.
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toll of American dead to six for the two days' warfare. It
was generally admitted by all witnesses of the Saturday afternoon battle, that there was a good deal of uncalled-for
shooting on the part of the Americans. Guards placed between the residence of Colonel Greene, in which the wives
and children of Americans had taken refuge, and the railroad bridge leading to Ronquillo, took no chances. Every
Mexican was halted at long distance, and, says the Review
correspondent, "if the command did not suffice, more effective means were used." 42 The volunteers, confined to their
railroad cars by order of the Governor, chafed at the restriction which prevented their joining the battle. To the credit
of Captain Rynning and the individual company commanders however, is the fact that no American volunteer
broke his pledge of obedience.
At 6 :30 in the evening, Colonel Kosterlitzsky and his
reserve force of rurales, numbering about seventy-five, were
reported to be in sight. At 7 :00 o'clock the rurales, entered
Cananea by a road in the rear of Colonel Greene's residence.
The riders made their way past the mesa and reported to
Governor Yzabal at Ronquillo. The Bisbee Daily Review
correspondent described the, effect of Kosterlitzsky's arrival
in this manner:
. . . Within a few minutes after his arrival
orders were flying thick and fast. Kosterlitzsky's
name was on everybody's lips and there was a feel, ing of security that had not existed since the hostilities commenced. ' Almost as if by magic the firing
ceased. Next came the martial-law order. Koster-'
litzsky was at the head now. Couriers (?) were
sent out to all portions ofthe city, carrying his instructions that all persons, Mexicans and Americans, were to remain in their houses. Any person
found on foot in the streets after dark would be
shot ...
At 9 :30 Colonel Kosterlitzsky, General Torres, and
Colonel Greene, at the head of about thirty Rurales, began
42.

BiBbee Daily Review. June 3, p. 1, c. 3-5.
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the patrol of the mesa. At each intersection Colonel Greene
stopped and made an announcement which had been "authorized by Colonel Kosterlitzsky."
"There must be no more shooting for any cause tonight," announced Col. Greene. "All Americans
will obey strictly the orders issued. We are going
to have law and order in this camp and we are
going to have it quick. Col. Kosterlitzsky, with the
troops and rurales at his command, can handle this
situation without any interference. There is no
cause for alarm any longer. Go to your homes and
go to bed. Myself, in company with Col. Kosterlitzsky and the Governor General will be on patrol
duty with the rurales for the remainder of the
night." 43

,
I

Meanwhile the Bisbee volunteers had' been dismissed
with appreciation and thanks by Governor Yzabal, but due to
engine trouble their special train was unable to leave until
10 :00 P. M. The train arrived at Naco at 11 :45 and several
hours later the volunteers were back in Bisbee. They had
been in Cananea less than twelve hours, and had not engaged
in the strife. '''Not a shot was fired by them, and not a
shot was fired at them ... "44
Upon arrival at Naco from Cananea, Captain Rynning
immediately telegraphed Governor Kibbey:
Just arrived fromCananea, Mexico. Troops
were relieved by Governor Yzabal and thanked in
the most courteous manner. About thirty Mexicans killed, two Americans. Brought out several
lady refugees. Colonel Greene riding with about
thirty rurales patrolling the streets, was fired on
while leaving. 45
The telegram barrage between the Territorial Capitol'
at Phoenix and the border town of Naco continued through.
Saturday and Sunday. From Douglas, Arizona, Antonio
43. Biabee Daily Review, June 3, p. 1, c. 4.
44. Ibid., June 6, p. 4, c. 2, editorial. This paper is misdated; containing the
date June 5 instead of June 6. A perusal of the dated dispatches, however. places
the date definitely as June 6. The printer just forgot to change the date line.
45. Biabee Daily Review, June 6, p. 8, c. 4.
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Maza, the Mexican viceconsul, telegraphed governor Kibbey:
My government communicates with me that
by no means are the Rangers to be allowed to cross
into Mexico. Our ambassador has already requested from the department of state that accurate orders be given to this respect. Please notify
your people to be very cautious in this case, to
avoid further complications, as the strike has had
none of the proportions as reported by the newspapers. I also beg that you give orders that firearm
sales are to be stopped at once. Very respectfully,
Antonio Maza. 46
The governor promptly replied to this message by in·
forming the consul that he had warned Americans not to
cross the border. Not having received Rynning's first mes·
sage from Naco, the Governor was not fully aware of the
events that had transpired since early Saturday morning.
With Maza's message before him, Kibbey sent Rynning a
telegram which read:
Under no circumstances cross into Mexico.
Caution Americans against going across. I have
telegram Mexican Government will not allow it. 47
Unable to obtain a full account of events at the border,
and fearful of international complications Kibbey wired
Rynning on Monday, June 4, requesting him to come to
Phoenix for a conference. At the capitol the Ranger Captain explained to the Governor the entire situation and no
further comment was made by the Territorial executive.
Rynning meanwhile had_ received the plaudits of the press
throughout the Southwest for his action in the strike, and
already was being publicized as the next sheriff of Cochise
county.
The international complications of the strike at
Cananea drew great interest both in the United States and
Mexico. At the height of the conflict on June 1, acting
United States consular agent Galbraith, witnessing the first
46.
47.

Loc. cit.
Douglas DaiJ;y Dispatch, June 7, p. 1, c. 2.
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effects of the strike, succumbed to panic,48 and telegraphed
to the Secretary of State, Mr. Elihu Root, the following:
Send assistance immediately to Cananea,
Sonora, Mexico. American citizens are being murdered and property dynamited. We must have
help. Send answer to Naco. 49

t

This message was evidently sent late in the afternoon,
as no 'action appears to have been taken until the next day,
Saturday, June 2, when Secretary Root telegraphed Ambassador David E. Thompson:
. Galbraith, Consular Agent at Cananea, telegraphs American citizens are being murdered and
property dynamited at that point, and asks for immediate assistance. Press dispatches this morning
report that strike riots have resulted in a race conflict between Mexicans and Americans. Bring to
the attention of the Mexican government and ask
prompt and effective action to protect American
citizens. Say to the Mexican government that if
the matter appears to be of so serious a character
as the dispatches seem to indicate, the Government
of the United States would be glad of any suggestion from the Government of Mexico as to the
course we may take to prevent violation of international obligation on the part of our citizens, or
help to promote peace and safety.50
Thompson answered almost immediately with the
message that "the Mexican government assured him of its
ability promptly to control the situation." 51 On the same
day Secretary Root telegraphed Thompson discreetly to
ascertain "Whether the Mexican government would welcome
or acquiesce in assistance of United States troops to preserve order in the special emergency, pending arrival of·
Mexican troops."
48.

Tuoson Citizen, June 'I, p. 1, c. 1.
Ibid., June 2, p. 1, c. 3-4.
50. Loo. cit. James Morton Callahan, American Foreign Policy in Mexican
Relations. 522, also refers to this telegram.
51. Callahan, Zoe: cit.
49.
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On June 3, Thompson, after a conference with
President Diaz who seemed much agitated over
the Cananea incident, wired to Secretary Root the
following reply:
". . . In an interview today with President
Diaz concerning Cananea matters, he said that the
foundation of the whole thing is revolutionary and
aimed at his government. There were in Cananea
about twenty revolutionists, he thinks all Mexicans, inspired from headquarters in St. Louis,
Missouri. A reduction of wages in a Cananea mine
from abnormally high to something like Mexican
normal caused this outfit to put forth the claim that
the government was responsible. The result was
that a large number, all Mexicans, followed the
revolutionists, while on the other side were both
Americans and Mexicans.. The fight and attempted
destruction of property; some buildings and lumber
being destroyed, was the early result, immediately
followed by twenty imprisoned and the scattering
and fleeing of the attacking party. The Mexican
Government is in perfect military control of Cananea and in pursuit of offenders. The President says
he would be much pleased if the American side of
the line could be patrolled by any authorized forces
to prevent escape into American territory of fugitives, and that should further serious trouble develop, which he thinks not likely, he would, if bad,
be glad to have Federal soldiers' assistance. No
armed American force should cross line unless
authorized. 52

This telegram ended· the official .Washington-Mexico
City phase of the Cananea strike. That Thompson's warning concerning the crossing into Mexico of American armed
forces was not entirely unwarranted is borne out by the fact
that on June 2, probably as a result of an alarming telegram
from Galbraith, four troops of cavalry arrived at Naco from
Fort Huachuca. The detachment went into camp on the
American side of the line, but obviously was prepared for
an order to cross the border. Soon after the arrival of the
troops, a wire from Galbraith addressed to President Roose52. .Callahan, op. cit., 523, quoting from the archives of the State Department,
183 Mexico, Dispatches, No. 79, June 5, 1906.
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velt was transmitted through the Naco telegraph office. In
some manner the text of the message was divulged. It read:
"Crisis has been reached. This ,is a time for immediate
action. Send Federal troops." 53 In the increasing apprehension there seemed little doubt that the troops would be
ordered to Cananea. Late in the afternoon, however, Major
Watts, commanding the cavalry units at Naco, received a
message from the war department containing the single
significant order: "Absolutely and under no conditions are
you to cross the line until further instructions." 54 The
troops remained at Naco until Tuesday, June 5, when they
were ordered to return to Fort Huachuca by Colonel C. A.
Steadman, commanding officer' at that post.
The situation at Cananea following the 'arrival of Kosterlitzsky gecame easier. On Sunday the strike was all under
control and there had been little, if any, firing since the
Rurales assumed command. The local police, aided by the
Rurales, arrested and jailed at least twenty Mexicans suspected of having engaged in "revolutionary activities."
General Torres and Colonel Kosterlitzsky had virtually
, taken over complete control of Cananea. All Americans and
Mexicans were disarmed, and attempts of the miners to congregate were immediately frustrated. 55 On Mond,ay two
furnaces at the smelter and the concentrator resumed work
.with full crews, but of the mines only the Elisa mine was
working. At the other shafts only American miners were at
work, the Mexican workers remaining in their huts and
refusing to return to the mines. 56 By midday more than fif;.
teen hundred Mexican troops had arrived at Cananea, and
were encamped outside of the town. 57 There was little need
for the soldiers, however, as Kosterlitzsky and Torres were'
maintaining rigid control. Five hundred miners resumed
work on Tuesday morning as the mining community seemed
53.
54.

55.
56.

57.

Bisbee Daily Review, June 3, p. 1, c. 6-7.
Loc cit.
Bisbee Daily Review, June 5, p. 1, c. 2-5.
Loc. cit.
Douglas Daily Dispatch, June 5, P. I, c. 1.
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to return to almost normal. One observer reported the
Rurales to be "lazily lolling around town," seemingly disgusted with the lack of action after their difficult twenty
hour ride. One inharmonious note, however, disturbed what
seemed to be an otherwise closed incident. Meeting at Denver, Colorado, the Western Federation of Miners convention
passed a resolution deploring the loss of life and property at
Cananea, but "greeting the Mexicans and hailing their class
struggle," which they urged them to continue. 58 The fol-'
lowing morning in a pointed address to two thousand Mexican miners, General Torres gave them the alternative of
returning to work within two days or of being drafted into
the Mexican army and being sent to fight the troublesome
Yaqui Indians. 59 Arrests of suspected ringleaders and agitators continued for several weeks. One notabllS change in
Cananea became apparent as the normal routine of the
mining community was resumed. Of approximately twentythree hundred American miners employed before the strike
less than two thousand resumed work. The Mexican authorities, as well as the company officials; claimed to be in possession of a confession to the effect that about three hundred
American miners had been secretly, if not openly, aiding and
encouraging the Mexicans who had gone on strike. Determined to eradicate all such activity, the authorities allowed a
rumor to circulate which warned that arrests would be made
within twenty-four- hours. ' A general exodus of American
miners resulted, with an estimated three hundred crossing
the line to the comparative safety of the United States. 60
Many estimates of the number dead and wounded have
been made. An actual count of the American casualties show
that six United States citizens lost their lives. The number
of Mexican fatalities has remained in doubt. Estimates run
as high as a hundred, though a more probable figure would
be thirty. The difficulty in determining the actual Mexican
58. Douglas Daily Dispatch. June 6, p. I, c. 4. This was a press association
dispatch.
59. Ibid., June 7, p. I, c. 2.
60. Bisbee Daily Review, June 14, p. 5, c. 3, and p. 11, c. 4.
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loss was due to theclos~ supervision by the Mexican authorities, under whose direction burial squads worked during the
night to remove the dead. 61
The placing of blame for an historical incident such as
that at Cananea is always a delicate if not dangerous undertaking. It would seem that the contention of the Mexican
government to the effect that the strike was revolutionary in
purpose and in char~cter had some foundation. On. the
other hand, this contention raises a question which merits
scrutiny. If the riot at Cananea were primarily revolution:"
ary in design, why were not the other mining communities,
such as Nacosari, affected? It would seem that the leaders
of such an action would have known that the rising of such
a small group could not be successful. Only a simultaneous
action on the part of all the Mexican miners in Sonora' could
have had even a chance of success in cat:::::--·;· a widespread
revolution. That the affair was only a loca)l~ed labor movement, in short a strike, seems to be the only logical conclu:sion. The Mexican miners wanted an equality in pay with
American miners, and the strike was the weapon by which
they hoped to accomplish this end. It seems highly prob:able that had George Metcalf peaceably. permitted the
strikers to enter the 'lumber yard and call out the Mexican
employees working there, no bloodshed would have resulted.
Instead the riot ensued and the miners not only suffered
physical loss, but failed to win the salary equality for which
they had gone on strike.
Though of minor importance in itself, the .Cananea incident of 1906 was of national importance in Mexico, being
the first major labor strike of the rapidly developing Mexican labor movement.
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N. M.
61.

Ibid., June 8, P. 1, c. 1.

